AUTO RETAILER PUTS
EMPLOYEES IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT
WITH BYOD
A BYOD Case Study

Executive Summary

A Fortune 500 auto retailer with hundreds of store locations
wanted to significantly boost BYOD adoption (1,000+ in one year),
streamline stipend payment processing, and improve mobile enduser satisfaction. It succeeded on all fronts with Sakon.

Customer Corporate Overview

One of America’s best known auto retailers, this Fortune 500
innovator leads by providing its customers a compelling user
experience. Now it is doing the same for its employees,
encouraging BYOD.

Auto Retailer
Industry
Retail
Headquarters
U.S.
Revenue
$17B+
Employees
25,000
Number of mobile lines
6,000+

Sakon Solutions

• Mobility Management:
BYOD with Stipend Management
• Mobility Management:
Corporate Liable MMS

• The Sakon Mobility App
• Sourcing Management
• Insights

Results

• Sakon Mobility App raises
BYOD adoption by 5x

• Sakon delivers workflow
automation which validates
whether an employee is approved
to receive a monthly stipend
• Two FTEs freed from manual
eligibility checks

• Integration with MDM system
provides visibility, enforces
device compliance, and reduces
security risks

• Single platform supports multiple
mobility device-ownership models

“80% of employees use
personal devices for
workplace tasks and
almost half those users say
they are more productive
because of it.”

When one of America’s largest auto retailers wanted
to roll out a bring-your-own-device (BYOD) program to
support its employees’ mobility needs, it faced a challenge
common to many enterprises: Where to begin?
After doing its initial due diligence, the company selected
a top mobile device management (MDM) application,
mistaking MDM – the key security layer of enterprise
mobility – for a turnkey solution to all its BYOD needs.
Even as the MDM solution capably applied the retailer’s
mobile security policy, the company soon found it needed
more help to manage other aspects of its corporate
compliance policy, including a critical one to employees –
stipend payment.
This time it turned to Sakon.
“The key role of the Sakon Platform is to orchestrate all
of the services and systems required to make the enduser experience of enterprise mobility a simple, intuitive
and enjoyable one,” said Amine Doukkali, Co-Founder of
Sakon. “That’s why we integrate tightly with MDM, logistics,
help desk, and other support providers; HR, payroll, and
other enterprise administrative systems; as well as with the
carriers themselves. When all these parts work together
seamlessly, enterprise customers get what they want most
from mobility – satisfied and productive end-users.”

– Frost & Sullivan
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Playing by the ‘Rules’

By applying its Platform’s highly configurable rulesbased engine, Sakon brought together all the remaining
pieces to operationalize the company’s BYOD solution:
1. Sakon incorporated the company’s corporate policy
for mobility use – which stated a) that in order to
receive a stipend for mobility an employee could not
be using a corporate-provided (“corporate liable”)
device, and b) and that only certain employees
within the BYOD program qualified to receive a
stipend – into its automated workflow, verifying this
information with the company’s HR system.

process that held back BYOD adoption at the company.
Now with Sakon, those compliance checks are run daily
against all BYOD users, hands-free.
The changes haven’t gone unnoticed by employees.
Today, with Sakon, they have an easy-to-use native
phone app, the Sakon Mobility App, that provides
enhanced self-service capabilities from device
ordering, Help Desk, and break-fix support, to account
status, usage metrics, and payment information.
Employees also have access to a personalized online
portal to manage their accounts, including their
BYOD stipend.

“By automating the stipend compliance and reimbursement
process, Sakon freed up two of the retailer’s administrators who
had, prior to the new regime, been required to manually check
the compliance status of each BYOD participant, a slow process
that held back BYOD adoption at the company.”

2. Sakon then facilitated the next step in the
compliance process, ensuring employees who met
the stipend criteria submitted an invoice of their
phone bill to payroll to ensure there was an active
service attached to the device.
While there is nothing glamorous about the plumbing
of efficient enterprise mobility management, the
benefits are transformative. By automating the stipend
compliance and reimbursement process, Sakon freed
up two of the retailer’s administrators who had, prior to
the new regime, been required to manually check the
compliance status of each BYOD participant, a slow
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“Employees today want a mobile experience at work
that is as good or better, and just as easy to manage,
as what they enjoy at home,” said the retailer. “Sakon
is delivering on the promise of simplifying enterprise
mobility, providing us a single platform to connect and
manage all the processes necessary to bring BYOD to
life at our company and delight our employees.”
As a result of its initial success with Sakon, the auto
retailer is onboarding an additional 1,000 BYOD
participants in 2019.

sakon.com

Related Products

As a global leader in enterprise communications management, our suite of applications delivered via the Sakon Mobility
Platform is the first complete solution for cost-based communications planning, operations, and spend control.
Other products within Sakon’s Enterprise Communications Management Suite:
• Technology Expense Management is our flagship
solution where we build the Synkronize™ System of
Record for enterprise communications: a powerful
information repository that enables complete visibility
into and control over your fixed-line, mobile, and
network communications systems.

• SDWAN Network Transformation is a key set of
modeling and tracking capabilities which builds upon our
extraordinary site-based and cost-based inventory. This
enables IT teams to know exactly where they start in
any transformation effort, model what-if scenarios, and
understand the specific ROI for network transformation
down to the break-even timeline.

Sakon is delivering on the promise of simplifying
enterprise mobility, providing us a single platform to connect and
manage all the processes necessary to bring BYOD to life
at our company and delight our employees.”

About Sakon

Sakon is the leading platform and services provider for managing enterprise communications and cloud services. The
Sakon Platform for Enterprise Mobility Management includes products for Corporate Liable, BYOD, Hybrid Mobility, and
IoT, as well as solutions for MDaaS, End User & Lifecycle Management, Digital Workspace, Procure & Deploy, Governance
& Compliance, and Service Orchestration.

Call or email us

Call us toll free at +1 (800) 601-1641 or email us at info@sakon.com.
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